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1.

INTRODUCTION

Machine learning researchers regularly try to study the best practice to develop and maintain the ML-based
application to maintain the quality level and determine their application pipeline’s constrained. Such practices
are often formalized as software patterns. We call these software-engineering patterns for machine-learning
applications SEP4MLA to distinguish them from patterns for ML which are unrelated to software engineering,
such as patterns for designing ML models [Lakshmanan et al. 2020]. Among various patterns related to machinelearning applications, such as ML requirements engineering patterns or ML security engineering patterns, we
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Table I. Identified ML Patterns
Category

ID

Pattern Name

Summary

P1

Different Workloads in Different Computing Environments
Distinguish
Business
Logic from ML Models
ML Gateway Routing Architecture
Microservice Architecture
for ML
Lambda
Architecture
for ML

Physically isolate different workloads to different machines; then, optimize the
machine configurations and the network usage [Wu et al. 2019].

P2
P3
Topology

P4
P5

P6
P7
P8
Programming

P9

P10

Model Operation

Kappa Architecture for
ML
Data Lake for ML
Separation of Concerns
and Modularization of ML
Components
Encapsulate ML Models
Within Rule-base Safeguards
Discard PoC Code

P11

Parameter–Server
Abstraction

P12

P13

Data Flows Up, Model
Flows Down (Federated
Learning)
Secure Aggregation

P14

Deployable Canary Model

P15

ML Versioning

Separate the business logic and the inference engine, loosely coupling business logic and ML-specific dataflows [Yokoyama 2019; Washizaki et al. 2020].
Install a gateway before a set of applications, services, or deployments and
use routing requests to the appropriate instance [Yokoyama 2019].
Define consistent input and output data and provide well-defined services to
use for ML frameworks [Everett 2018; Smith 2017; Washizaki et al. 2020].
The batch layer produces views at every chosen batch interval; the speed
layer creates real-time/speed views; the serving layer orchestrates and uses
both layers [Menon 2017; Packt 2017; Basak 2017].
Support both real-time data processing and continuous reprocessing with a
single stream processing engine [Tyagi 2017].
Store data, both structured to unstructured, as “raw” as possible into a data
storage [Gollapudi 2016; Menon 2017; Singh 2019; Washizaki et al. 2020].
Decouple computations at different levels of complexity from simplest to most
complex [Rahman et al. 2019].
Encapsulate functionality provided by ML models and handle the inherent
uncertainty of their outcomes using of deterministic and verifiable rules [Kläs
and Vollmer 2018].
Discard the code created for the Proof of Concept (PoC) and rebuild maintainable code based on the findings from the PoC [Sculley et al. 2015].
Distribute both data and workloads over worker nodes; the server nodes
maintain globally-shared parameters, represented as vectors and matrices
[Sculley et al. 2015].
Enable mobile devices to collaboratively learn a shared prediction model in
the cloud while keeping all the training data on the devices [Google 2017].
Encrypt data from each mobile device in collaborative learning and calculate
totals and averages without individual examination [Google 2017].
Run the explainable inference pipeline in parallel with the primary inference
pipeline to monitor prediction differences [Blog 2018].
Record the ML model structure, training dataset, training system, and analytical code to ensure reproducible training and inference processes [Wu et al.
2019; Amershi et al. 2019; Sculley et al. 2015; Washizaki et al. 2020].

discovered 15 software-engineering design patterns for machine-learning applications (hereafter, ML patterns)
by doing a thorough search of available literature on the subject. Details of our methodology are available in
[Washizaki et al. 2020].
We grouped these ML patterns into three categories, shown in Table 1: ML applications topology patterns that define an entire application architecture, ML applications programming patterns that define the design/implementation
of particular components of the applications, and ML applications model-operation patterns that focus on the
operations of ML models.
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Not all of the identified ML patterns are well-documented in standard pattern format, which includes clear
problem statement and corresponding solution description. Thus, we describe these ML patterns in a standard
pattern format so that practitioners can (re)use them in their contexts1 .
To describe each ML pattern uniformly, we adopted the well-known Pattern-Oriented Software Architecture
format (POSA) [Buschmann et al. 1996], with a discussion section to address practical considerations. It is a
well-structured format and practitioners with little knowledge of patterns can easily understand its content.
In the following, we describe the two interrelated ML patterns “Lambda Architecture for ML” (P5 ) and “Kappa
Architecture for ML” (P6 ).
2.
2.1

LAMBDA ARCHITECTURE FOR ML (P5 )
Source

[López-Martínez et al. 2020]
2.2

Intent

To enable the deployment of ML-based applications in real-time while maintaining the prediction accuracy.
2.3

Context

In the present day, the demand for real-time serving ML-based applications is increasingly high, since these kinds
of applications can be utilizing to support the decision making process to the human, whether it is a product
recommendation system in online shopping site for the everyday user or the professional application like the
medical support system in a hospital. These kinds of applications are usually required to serve a real-time request,
which differs from the traditional way we usually design the ML-application pipeline, which usually deals with the
batch process and needs a certain period of time to process.
2.4

Problem

Traditionally in a ML-based system, the ETL Architecture (which ETL stand for Extract, Transform, Load) [Zweben
2016], is used in the data processing pipeline. When we try to serve the real-time application, we could use “Online
Transaction Processing” (OLTP) to aggregate and process data in real-time, then “Online Analytical Processing”
(OLAP), to further gain insight from the data obtained from the OLTP. Even though in terms of accuracy, the ETL
Architecture would produce an accurate ML model because it will be utilizing the Batch process, which is one of the
most reliable ways to training the model. However, to stream and utilize the model in a real-time application, this
architecture also yields delays in the process (of OLTP) and can take some time to complete the OLAP process.
2.5

Solution

Therefore, to overcome the problem of the real-time utilization of our ML-based application, we could come with
a new pipeline design for the ML application by adopting the Lambda Architecture paradigm for processing the
data. Since the regular Lambda data processing pipeline maintains both Speed-Layer and Batch Layer (Refer to
Fig.1), we could deploy two separate ML-model for analyzing data in each layer. The ML-model in the real-time
layer focuses on producing a certain reliable result in real-time and costuming a few pieces of input data, while
another ML-model in the batch layer could focus on processing a larger throughput of data to extract more insight
from it, consequently yield a more accurate inference result. With the combination of Lambda architecture and the
ML-process, we call this solution the Lambda architecture for ML.
1 We

previously described seven other ML patterns: “Data Lake for ML” (P7 ), “Distinguish Business Logic from ML Models” (P2 ), “Microservice
Architecture for ML” (P4 ) , “ML Versioning” (P5 ) in [Washizaki et al. 2020], and “Different Workloads in Different Computing Environments” (P1 ),
“Encapsulate ML Models Within Rule-base Safeguards” (P9 ), and “Data Flows Up, Model Flows Down” (P12 ) in [Washizaki et al. 2021].
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Looking into the detail of each layer, in the speed layer, after the input data had been injected into the layer, the
real-time engine will perform the ETL process to the stream of data (in this case, all data are stream data. Hence
differ from the tradition ETL which data has to be pulled from the database). After finishing ETL, the ML stream
analysis has been applied to perform a training and/or inferencing process, then return the result to the real-time
serving layer.
On the other side, when data is injected into the Batch layer, it will be processed and be categorized to the data
warehouse, or data lake [Washizaki et al. 2020] (P7 ). When the threshold is reached (whether a certain time has
passed or a certain amount of input data is reached), the batch process starts the ML analysis on that batch of
data. When the analysis is finished, the result is pushed to the dashboard serving, then the cycle restart again.

Fig. 1. Structure of the “Lambda Architecture for ML” pattern

Lastly, here are some of the possible specification that make up each layer, as shown below:
—For Real-Time/Speed Layer [Lakshmanan et al. 2020]:
—The Speed Layer will likely be implemented as Microservices, so it is simple to implement auto-scaling.
—The inference process can be used on the client-side and deployed on different environments. there is an
increasing trend of deploying multiple competing models in production, and using feedback from customers
and reinforcement learning (multi-armed bandits) to make optimal decisions about which model to select for a
given input, such deployment strategy may require a different architecture.
—Related Service: Apache Storm, Apache Samza, Apache Spark, SQLstream, and Azure Stream Analytics
[Karbhari 2020].
—For Batch Layer [Lakshmanan et al. 2020]:
—The Batch Layer could interact with a Data Lake on the server thus, it could process large amount of data.
—The Batch Layer can be deployed across several distributed data processing infrastructures, therefore having
more resources to validate the data, enhancing prediction accuracy.
—Related Service: MapReduce, Apache Spark, Apache Beam, and BigQuery [Karbhari 2020].
2.6

Known Usage

The Kerry organization designs and propose the “Digital Health Platforms” [López-Martínez et al. 2020] with the
aim to improve the integration of the integrated health model for the care center and hospital, which have to
deal with various kinds of information, for example, the Health Information System (HIS), the Lab Information
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System (LIS), some Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), and several other types, which traditionally maintain
separately, resulting in an inefficient health management process to support the physicians when they make a
clinical decision. Consequently, the Kerry organization proposes bringing together various types of data, from
clinical data to business data. Then applying machine learning to gain more helpful insight for clinical decisions,
which potentially help improve the decision-making process for the medical operator. The overview result of this
architecture design has shown in Figure number 2.
By adopting the design of Lambda Architecture and deploying on hybrid cloud infrastructure, the system can
deal with both structure and unstructured, which in this architecture design, the structure data such as diagnostic
reports, will be processed by ML in batch layer. The unstructured, such as real-time patient status, and early
warning system, will be processed in real-time in the speed layer. Since it is on a hybrid cloud, the batch process
can also be scaled horizontally, and the streaming process can also be dynamically computed, utilizing Stateless
Serving Function.

Fig. 2. Azure Big Data and Machine Learning Lambda Architecture.

2.7

Discussion

One of the key benefits of using the Lambda Architecture in this design is data validation [nullQueries 2021]
because this design maintains a Batch Layer. Nevertheless, the real-time prediction is handled by the speed layer;
when a cycle of the batch process has complete (in the batch process apply ML analysis to the dataset collecting
from a period of time), the result from the batch layer will be replacing the one produced by the speed layer, since
the result from batch trend to be more accurate. Therefore, the program can perform real-time analysis and give
some intermediate results. Nevertheless, the more accurate result will also be processed and collect for later use
by the batch process.
As can be seen in this architecture, these two layers work hand in hand to complement the drawback of each
technique. The speed of the real-time Layer help to serving a live request, while the Batch layer help to improving
the accuracy of the predictions result for later use. However, without a good design of the Lambda architecture,
both Batch Layer and Speed Layer could potentially cause various issues, from compatibility issues, which cause
from the fundamental perspective of Lambda Architecture itself, that is, it requires to maintain two separate
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technology stack for each layer. Hence the architectural designer and programmer have to know various sets of
tools that will be put together in each layer, and there is no guarantee that each component, which might perform
very well on its own, will be able to appropriately interact with other parts in the pipeline without significant issue.
Secondly, as mentioned earlier about the data validation process, when the batch process finishing the analysis
cycle, the result obtains earlier from the speed layer will be replaced by the one obtained from the batch layer.
Therefore, in the type of application that needs a very accurate prediction result, such as scientific analysis, but
also requires to serve the live request, then the program provides the real-time inferencing result based on the
result from the speed layer. Eventually, the more accurate analysis results were obtained from the batch layer,
which might differ from the previous result produced by the speed layer. Therefore, the prediction result obtained
earlier could be considered inaccurate, which might have a negative consequence follow up.
2.8

Related Patterns

—The (normal) Lambda Architecture: is one of a famous a data processing technique that design to handling with
a large quantity of data, with it unique design which is the maintaining of both stream process (speed layer) and
the batch process, each layer can compensate the drawback of one another, for instance, the batch process,
which is famous for its throughput, but it also came with latency, so it causes a latency when serving a live
request, on the other hand, for the streaming process, as it names suggest, its focus on utilizing the parallel
process to scaling and serving many requests with minimum delay, however, each client can only be served with
a limited amount of processing throughput. With all of these reasons, to combine these two data processing
paradigms, the Lambda Architecture is becoming a more versatile and flexible design to adopt.
—Batch Serving Function [Lakshmanan et al. 2020]: performing asynchronous forecasts with a heavy load is
challenging. The Batch Serving process allows the serving infrastructure to asynchronously handle occasional
or periodic requests for a large amount of the input data in a distributed environment.
—The Stateless Serving Function [Lakshmanan et al. 2020]: with a Stream Processing (Speed Layer), the
environment used for hosting the finished model may differ from the one used during the training process. The
Stateless Serving Function allows the serving infrastructure to scale and handle prediction requests dynamically
by exporting the model core and deploying it as a stateless REST API.
—The Microservice Architecture for ML [Washizaki et al. 2020] (P4 ): in implementing the real-time layer in the
Lambda Architecture for ML, to simplify the process scaling and the orchestration, implementing the pipeline in
the Microservices style help simplify pipeline implementation and make it easier to operate.
—The Kappa Architecture for ML (P6 , see Section 3): for some workloads, the data can be fully streamed and
does not require reinterpretation when the application obtains more data. In such a case, the Kappa Architecture
for ML simplifies the Lambda Architecture for ML by removing the Batch Layer. Therefore, we can also consider
the Kappa Architecture for ML as a special form of the Lambda Architecture for ML.
—The Data Lake for ML [Washizaki et al. 2020] (P7 ): when implementing the Batch Layer, the data storage plays
a significant role in processing, storing, and feeding data to the ML training process. Consequently, a Data Lake,
which is designed to deal with both structure and unstructured data, could be more versatile to use with the ML
model than the traditional data warehouse paradigm.
3.
3.1

KAPPA ARCHITECTURE FOR ML (P6 )
Source

[Tyagi 2017; Hayashida and Sasaki 2018]
3.2

Intent

To enable the deployment of ML-based applications in real-time while maintaining the prediction accuracy, similar
to Lambda Architecture, but further reduce the redundancy and complexity of the pipeline.
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3.3

Context

Similar to Lambda Architecture, to satisfy an increasing demand in the real-time ML-based application, several
tools in the pipeline have been developed, and as we tried to put more of these components into the Lambda
pipeline, the harder it can be achieved. As we already know, the Lambda Architecture maintains two separate layers
to take advantage of each layer (real-time layer for speed and the batch layer for accuracy); however, maintaining
two sets of technologies could bring several compatibility and consistency issues during design maintenance and
operation.
3.4

Problem

In terms of consistency, for instance, after the ML model in batch finishes its analyzing cycle and merges the
prediction result to the database, some of the inferencing results will be different from the one obtained from the
ML-model deployed in a real-time layer. Hence the change of the prediction result has occurred, causing the
inconsistency result providing in the serving layer.
On the other hand, in the compatibility perspective, to design and maintain the Lambda Architecture pipeline,
we might have to use two separate sets of tools for implementing each layer. It requires the developer to find or
developing the bridge to connect one component to another, which will cause more complexity in the final design.
Consequently, when trying to adding more features or fixing some failures without affecting the integrity of the
whole application pipeline has become relatively more difficult to achieve.
3.5

Solution

From these reasons, considering using the Kappa Architecture pipeline, which reduces complexity by maintaining
only streaming process (speed layer). With the removal of the batch layer, the system has fewer parts to maintain.
But since the real-time layer is entirely streamable process, by it nature, it cannot process a big batch of data and
perform batch analysis, consequently, when we need to re-process some historical data to gain more insight from
data which generally performed in a batch process, we could also design the Kappa architecture to collect the raw
data and the initial prediction result to some kind of database, whether the data warehouse or data lake, in its
arriving order (to manipulate the way batch process preparing the data before feeding to the batch analysis, in this
case to the ML model).

Fig. 3. Structure of the “Kappa Architecture for ML” pattern

Then, we can stream these collected data back to the streaming layer to perform re-interpretation using ML
to these data and obtain more insight from it. With this paradigm we could produce the system that improving
overtime, for instance, the recommendation system which will change the recommending result after obtaining
more input data from client side. Therefore, we call this solution the Kappa Architecture for ML.
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3.6

Known Usage

A company name Recruit Lifestyle has run many kinds of services [Hayashida & Sasaki, 2018] (website and
application) in various sectors, from gourmet, HR, housing, travel, which require a lot of data analysis. From their
experience, they found that several problems occur when they try to design and work with data analysis to serving
several of their services, such as, too complex data pipeline from overusing ETL batch process, and the problem
about unclear schema, availability and accessibility of the data for their data science team. Therefore, their goals
are 1) To reduce the pipeline complexity and 2) To have an explicit, unified schema and context information.
For these reasons, the team came up with the approach called “Datahub Architecture”, which utilizing only a
stream process to perform data processing - hence reducing the complexity of their pipeline design and since it is
a stream process, it can be flexible scale to match the need - before feeding to the Google service like “Google
Dataflow” then “Google Pub/Sub” [Google 2021] to perform further data analysis with ML, with the unified salivation
format across their several products. Therefore, the team of data science can now working with the data more
efficiently. The overview result of this architecture design has shown in Figure number 4.

Fig. 4. Design of Datahub Platform implemented on GCP (Kappa Architecture).

3.7

Discussion

There are several benefits from using the Kappa Architecture [Seyvet and Viela 2016] in this ML pipeline. Since
this pipeline could both serve in real-time, maintain the low latency requirement, and perform a similar process
generally performed in the batch process by adding some workaround steps. Also, it does not require us to work
on so many tools like Lambda Architecture, which may not be able to be implemented by a single technology stack;
therefore, the more straightforward implementation and maintenance it becomes. Also, since the whole pipeline
can be steam, it is very convenient for this architecture to be horizontally scaled because it can be implemented in
the Microservice style.
Nevertheless, the Kappa Architecture also came with its own drawbacks [nullQueries 2021] because it requires
the whole process to be streamable; hence it might not be suitable for some workloads in which the data might not
be easily put on to the stream.
Furthermore, as an inherent problem of stream process, when the system record the data into the database
according to the arriving order (for an ML re-processing purpose), the “dirty data” or duplicate data might still
mingle with the good data, which usually in the normal batch process, we can utilize batch engine to filtering out
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these type of data, to preserving only valuable data. So it is hard to achieve in Kappa Architecture which only
relies on stream process.
3.8

Related Patterns

—The (normal) Kappa Architecture: is one of a famous data processing technique designed to handle data with a
latency-sensitive application, differs from the Lambda Architecture, this architecture discard the batch process
entirely, and remain only the stream process. With this fact, this architecture still working fine in real-time based
data processing; however, to compensate for the miss of batch layer, while performing real-time data processing,
the Kappa architecture also collecting ingested data in the chronological to the database. Consequently, when
needing to reprocess the data by using a historical dataset similar to what the normal bash process does, this
architecture will stream the recorded data back to the speed layer again to perform a re-interpretation without
the need to maintaining batch process like in Lambda Architecture. On the other hand, since this architecture
maintains only one layer, there are fewer components to deal with when designing and maintaining.
—The Stateless Serving Function [Lakshmanan et al. 2020]: similar to Lambda Architecture, Kappa Architecture
also maintain a Stream Processing (Speed Layer) in the pipeline, which we might deploy the model in other
environments. The Stateless Serving Function will play a role in serving, scaling, and handling prediction
requests dynamically.
—Microservice Architecture [Washizaki et al. 2020] (P4 ): Since Kappa architecture is fully implemented on the
speed layer, all the process can be efficiently pipelined through the cloud service. To further optimize computing
resource use, implementing the Kappa-based system in the microservice style would be more straightforward to
implement while maintaining its efficiency.
—The Lambda Architecture for ML (P5 ): for some ML workloads, which need to operate with some legacy ML
batch system or require the reinterpretation of the prediction results after obtaining more data. The Lambda
Architecture for ML is a more appropriate choice because it offers both a Speed and a Batch Layer to improve
prediction latency and accuracy.
4.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described two patterns: “Lambda Architecture for ML” and “Kappa Architecture for ML”, which
from a set of ML patterns identified through a thorough search of the literature on patterns for machine-learning
applications. We hope that these patterns can guide practitioners (and researchers) to consider how ML fits within
their target contexts and design ML-based application with the required quality.
In the future, we plan to write all ML patterns in a standard pattern format to help developers adopt the good
practices described by these patterns. We also plan to identify more concrete cases of these patterns in real
applications. We will also create a map of the relationships among these ML patterns and other patterns.
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